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Key word: official reconciliation document 

Official reconciliation document is a document which the content is a 

reconciliation agreement and judge verdict  that evaporate the reconciliation 

agreement which doesn‟t ben to ordinary law or extra ordinary law. 

Reconciliation document can be made after the conflict between two sides 

happened  but this official recontiliation document is not always made when the 

conflict happened. The official reconciliation document can be made after doing 

many recontiliation prosess which done by mediator who impartial to every side 

who has legal dispute  and to the case which was disputed. This process called by 

mediation process, mediation process is a process for finding the desirabilities 

among the sides/ parties who has legal dispute. If the parties who has legal dispute 

can tolerate the desirabikities among them, then those tolerances can be poured in 

agreement which be agreed by both at sides who has legal dispute voluntarity this 

reconciliation agreement will be a reconciliation document that has same law 

power like a judge verdict after legalized by involved in religion/ Islamic court. 

The kind of research that used by research is empirical research with 

kualitative descriptive approaching. In process of collecty data, the researcher use 

interview method and documentation as material analyze about interview result. 

Researcher use interview as a primary data and material of literature publication 

analyzing many relevan book with main discussion as a source and secondary data 

then analyze it till the conclution.  

This recontiliation document has final character, banding ever parties in 

order to do the content at agreement that was made in a reconciliation document. 

The punishment for infraction that happened of this conten of reconciliation 

document is direct execution from ligion court. If the form of official recontilition 

document as a recontiliation agreement form, than may happen many problem 

about one or many content of agreement later. So it be recased or be 

reinvestigated.  

 

  

 

 

 


